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All quilting prices are calculated by the square inch. To fgure the price, multiply the length 

by the width of the quilt then multiply that number by the price per square inch.  

Example:  Quilt top is 80” x 80” or 6,400 square inch. 

For Large Meander, multiple $.020 x 6,400 and the quilt price is $128

* Long Arm Quilting Pricing (per square inch)

$.020 -- All-Over Large Meander: (3" or Larger Spacing), Ideal for T-Shirt quilts

$.025 -- All-Over Medium: Meander (2" – 3" Spacing),or simple all-over design such as Loopy 

Meander, Spirals, Daisy meander, Leaves, etc.

$.030 -- All-Over Small: Meander (1”-2” Spacing) or simple all-over design with diferent

pattern in border

$.045 - $.050 -- Semi-Custom Freehand: Some stitch-in-the-ditch, Some ruler work, Outlines 

around appliqué/blocks, etc.  

$.060 -$.10 -- All Custom Designs:  Dense quilting such as grids, pebbles, or small spirals, 

etc. Each block treated separately, borders have diferent designs, heavy 

ruler-work, outline designs or echo, etc. 

Minimum quilting price is $45.  
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* Additional Options

$.015/square inch – Basting: In preparation for machine or hand quilting

$15 - Piecing of backing fabric (1-2 seams): Additional charges for more piecing

$.20/linear inch – Binding: Machine sewn on one side and fnished with hand sewing. 

$25/hour – Quilt Repairs: If quilt repairs are needed, you will be notifed and have the choice 

to repair them yourself or have me do it at $25/hour. 

* Batting Prices: 

$7/yard - 60” wide Quilters Dream Green

$10/yard - 93” wide Quilters Dream Green

Batting is available for quilts that I am quilting (I do not sell batting otherwise).  I try to keep 

Quilters Dream Green, mid weight polyester batting made from recycling soda bottles, in stock 

at all times.  This batting has exactly the same feel and weight and longevity as their other 

polyester batting but helps the environment.  

You may bring your own quality batting, but I cannot work with Mountain Mist, PolyFil Batting 

or other lower quality batting.  

Prices are subject to change without notice based on changing supply costs.

Please see "Preparing Your Quilt for the Long Arm Quilter" for more information.
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